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► Insights from 50+ interviews
► Four future scenarios
► Implications for urban transport

►The PT2045 working paper 
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Why this is important
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This is what we are aiming to deliver through transport
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To make sustainable improvements, we need to focus on 
what needs to change, as well as how our world is changing  

For example…

► Making it safer and more enjoyable to 
walk through cities

► Making PT more accessible for people 
with disabilities

► Reducing carbon emissions and harmful 
air pollutants to zero 

For example…

► Ageing population
► Increasing urbanisation
► Technological change 
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Transport is attracting intense innovation
in technologies and services



Smartphones have become 
travel planners

+ payment systems 
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Ride hailing and sharing services have become common



Car sharing is becoming more popular
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► Zipcar ad (2013)
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Shared micro-mobility options are spreading, and igniting debate



Many companies, include big auto makers, are aiming to 
sell mobility as a service, rather than just vehicles
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► Screenshot from BMW’s ReachNow car-sharing service 
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Vehicles are also becoming increasingly automated
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Dozens of companies are racing to offer the first  
shared automated taxi fleets

Public tests of autonomous taxi 
services started in Singapore and 
Pittsburgh in 2016 - with dozens of 
trials now underway globally
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What could this all add up to?



We could be entering a new shared mobility era for urban transport

Private car era

NZ TODAY

• 90% households own a car
• Most own 2 or 3 (among highest rate globally)
• 83% of trips are by car 
• <5% urban trips by public transport

Shared mobility era

2045?

• Access doesn’t depend on ownership
• Sharing cars, bikes, vans, scooters etc
• Sharing rides in fully automated vehicles 



PT could play a crucial role
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PT could cease to exist

or

What could this mean for public transport?

That’s why we did this project

There are divergent views of the future….
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How public transport benefits wellbeing and liveability

The safest form of transport

People who use PT regularly walk 
more than people who go by car 

Enables access for those who do 
not drive / own a car

Helps to manage
congestion 

Less harmful pollutants than cars 
(depending on vehicles / fuels / 
localised areas) 

Fewer GHG emissions than cars 
(at high occupancy) 

Enables efficient 
high value use of 
urban space

Supports resilience to 
rising/fluctuating oil prices



Public transport also enhances liveability as cities develop
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► Less space needed for vehicles 
► Less space needed for car parking
► Freeing up urban space for higher value purposes
► More people-friendly streets for living, walking, resting, shopping
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Public transport and walking are natural partners

► People who use PT walk more than 
those who travel by car

► People are more likely to use a PT 
service if it is safe, convenient, and 
enjoyable to walk to a stop/station

► By helping to reduce motorised
traffic, PT can make cities more 
enjoyable for walking
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Opportunities 
and challenges 

in the shared mobility era
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The innovation that could really accelerate shared mobility? 

No

Fleets of shared autonomous vehicles 
could have profound impacts on 
our cities, and PT 



Shared AV’s will offer benefits

Image credit: https://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2016/05/17/270839.htm

► Improving access for those who 
cannot drive or use PT

► Improving safety
► Reducing carbon emissions



But they will also create challenges… 

Image credit: https://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2016/05/17/270839.htm



Shared AVs will make it cheaper and more convenient to travel by car

Car travel 
could be

~65 percent 
cheaper

with fleets of 
autonomous

vehicles

With zero parking costs

Avoiding these hassles…



AVs will compete with PT

A car arriving on-demand outside 
your door, carrying you in comfort, 
and dropping you directly at your 
destination, with no parking worries 
or parking costs

Walking to the bus stop, waiting for 
a bus, standing if the bus is full, and 
walking at the other end

VS

What would most people choose?
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“In the absence of high-
capacity public transport, 
total car-kilometres 
travelled would increase 
89%” with fleets of robo-taxis.

- OECD/International Transport Forum (2017)

AVs will increase traffic without PT



We can already seen signs of this…



PT will need to be more attractive than AVs for people to use it

Paying more (in time/money) to 
travel at peak periods, when many 
other people want to travel in cars 
too

A quick journey on a dedicated
rapid transit corridor

VS

What would you choose?



Cheaper travel
+ Better use of time 
+ No parking costs
+ Cheaper/bigger housing 
on city edges

= More appealing to live on 
the outskirts of the city and 
commute longer distances
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AVs are also likely to encourage urban sprawl

In low-density areas public transport is less viable – and it’s 
harder to access many amenities by walking  



But AVs also offer opportunities for public transport… 



Some PT services could be automated

Infrequent bus services in low-density areas could be replaced by 
more frequent and demand-responsive services in smaller vehicles



We can already see signs of this…

…with humans driving for now



Shared AVs could complement rapid transit
– ‘Park and Ride’ without the parking bit

This map shows people 
using Uber to travel 
to/from railway stations 
in Sydney

Shared micro-mobility 
options can be very useful 
for this too, if there is 
appropriate infrastructure
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Shared AVs would require far less parking, 
creating opportunities to reshape streets

… although we could do a lot of this now if there is a willingness…

More space for other 
transport modes?

More lively streets?



Funds

Congestion pricing can readily be applied to AVs, 
funding options like PT to avoid/manage congestion costs



Key messages
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If we are entering a new shared mobility era for urban transport

Private car era

NZ TODAY

Shared mobility era

2045?

We need to shape technologies and innovations to improve well-being 
and liveability (rather than just letting technologies shape us)
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To enjoy and grow these benefits…

Safe travel

Encouraging walking

Enabling access for those who do 
not drive / own a car

Managing
congestion 

Improving air quality

Reducing GHG emissions

Enabling efficient 
high value use of 
urban space
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Ø More dedicated PT lanes and rapid transit in higher-density 
areas

Ø Opportunities for demand-responsive shuttles and buses in 
low-density suburban areas

Ø Connecting PT with other shared modes
Ø Improving walkability to and from PT stops/stations

Public transport and walking need to be at 
the core of our shared mobility future 
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► Much, much more in the working paper!
► Get a copy at
► www.transport.govt.nz


